How can we make sense of the political moment we are currently traversing? “The end of liberal democracy”, “refugee crisis”, “fortress Europe” and “impending state failure” are just some of the currently circulating, prominent catch words that point to how the foundations and basic terms of political life and societal self-understanding are in a process of transformation, even disappearance. These developments pose challenges not only to the political establishment, but also to our analytical concepts and approaches. This lecture series centres on the following questions: What conceptual and methodological equipment can contemporary anthropology offer to analytically dissect the present political moment? What is the potential of distinguishing ‘politics’ from ‘the political’ for both disciplinary concept formation and ethnographic research? And can precisely an ethnographic approach successfully take into account the blind spots of hegemonic debates, alternative political histories and visions of the future, or the everyday life and practices of those ‘without names’ as constitutive elements of the political? By asking these questions, we are also engaging with interdisciplinary debates that have discussed ‘the political’ as a form-giving foundational dimension of the social (Marchart 2010). The political can thus be understood as an elementary field, out of which politics as an institutional location for the exercise of power and the regulation of conflicts emerges, but which retains the potential for radically different conceptions and arrangements of living together. In the moments when the regularity of social life becomes fragile and routine, administrative procedures reach an impasse – as in the context of unexpected events, frictions, crises or revolutions – the political comes to the fore and becomes empirically palpable. Different theoretical perspectives intersect in these debates and are repositioned in relation to each other. We might differentiate between an ‘associative’ and a ‘dissociative’ tradition (Marchart 2010). The first school of thought conceives of the political as an (intermediary) space of freedom, assembly and public deliberation, emerging from social interaction. The second perspective emphasises primordial antagonisms, erratic effects of power and social struggles as elementary principles of the political. The colloquium will provide a space to bring into dialogue various conceptions of the political – as developed, for instance, by Hannah Arendt, Alain Badiou, Chantal Mouffe, Judith Butler or Bruno Latour – and to discuss their usefulness in relation to contemporary anthropological problems and questions. Of particular interest here are the ethnographic potentials that arise from a respective focus on the political. The papers will enquire into this nexus through conceptual interventions and research on humanitarian projects and border regimes, the political life of infrastructures and queer politics, migration movements and the current reconfigurations of Europe. Our aim is also to gauge the contemporary moment,
bereft, as it seems, of progressive utopias and visions of the future. In the context of conflicts, diverse social movements or the collective preoccupation with ‘matters of concern’ (Bruno Latour), the political comes to the fore ever more forcefully as a source of different forms of hoping and yearning, mobilisation and disillusion (Dzenovska & De Genova 2018).
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